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2. INSTALLATION

1. FEATURES

Sensors

1

2-1. Sensor Location 

The factory has already set up the codes for the 4~5 sensors which are provided and matched with the

monitor, and each sensor is marked with the corresponding tire position(LF,RF,LR,RR,ST; LF=Left Front

Tire, RF=Right Front Tire, LR=Left Rear Tire, RR=Right Rear Tire, ST=Spare Tire), Please install each

sensor in the correct tire position as per the diagram. 

Note: Please ensure to turn on the monitor firstly before install the sensor in order to the 

          monitor can receive the sensor data on time. 

        Internal valve sensor, adjustable sensor mounting angle.

          Water resistant. 

          Sensors batteries will last up to five years.

          Sensors transmit pressure and temperature data every 5 minutes.

          Fast leakage alert. 

          Individually coded sensors. 

LF RF

ST
LR RR

Spanner
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2-2. Sensor Installation Steps:
 
Unload the tire from the vehicle. Deflate and take the rubber tire out of 
the rim. Take out the valve on the rim and replace with the sensor.

 

  

Sensor
Ring

Nut Valve Cover

3. Take out the Ring, Nut, Valve Cover of the sensor.

1 Unload the tire from the vehicle and deflate the tire.．

2 Use tire changers to demount the tire and remove the original valve.．

Tire changers
 shovel

Valve

After remove the 
original valve

 
Specified spanner

Spanner

Best installation 
position

 
4．Use the specified spanner to loose the sensor  valve firstly, put the sensor to the wheel 
     hub and using hand to adjust the best installation position and tighten the sensor valve, 
     and then take out the sensor and using the specified spanner to tighten the sensor again.

's

*  Please keep the specified spannerfor 
  future usage because you have to use it 
  when you uninstall or reinstall the sensor.
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3. SPECIFICATIONS

*Information in this manual is subject to change without notice.
3

 15 cm 

After the sensor
 installed

CAUTION: Do not shovel above the
                 sensor. Be sure to shovel 
                 15 cm away from the 
                 sensor.

7. Install the tire back to the vehicle.

6．Put back the tire, 
     inflate and do the balancing. 

5．Install the sensor to the tire  valve position and put back the ring, nut and valve cover 
     to sensor valve and tighten the nut and valve cover.

's

 
  

 

Valve Cover

Nut

Ring

Inflate the tire

o o-30 C to 80 C

o o-40 C to 85 C

Operation Temperature 

Storage Temperature

Pressure Range

Pressure Accuracy

Temperature Accuracy

Transmission Power

Transmission Frequency

Battery Life

<10dBm

433.92MHz

o3 C 

Weight

Size  60(L) x 31(W) x 21(H) mm

48g

0 to 116 psi (0 to 8 bar)

1.5 psi (    0.1bar) 

Up to 5years(based on the driving time is 2 hours per day)
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